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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Whirlbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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I once had a bag of macaroni. One day, I dropped that open bag and it all fell out. But instead of being sad, I started up
Macrame instead, sacrificing many other bag of macaroni.

so I guess you can say I have a personal connection with this game. you know, if you replaced my macaroni with my daughter
instead.

basically the same thing.

10/10. thank you steamroulette

3/10. Couldn't find any players as I tried the game at 1am but will be looking forward into this since Duoin put alot of time and
work into this game. You guys should get it for now, try it with a couple friends and wait for it to be finished. Best expansion
for a game : EVER!
I haven't had so much enjoyment playing an expansion pack. As always, Valve never fails to impress, same goes to Gearbox for
their legendary game developing skills.
Opposing Force not only expands the main game, but adds major updates to the already grand foundation laid out by Half-Life.
The story starts right where Half-Life starts, but you're controlling a commando of the HECU unit (which was the army
squadrons that were trying to kill you in the original game) and the plot cuts off to a different direction that we never got to see
before and also you get to have super cool buddies and with so many additions to the game which are : MANY new weapons,
different equipment, lots of new characters, better AI, squad teammates with different attributes, lots of new enemies.
And best thing was, I got this gem during the Valve special sale event along with the whole Half-Life collection just for 10
bucks. Best decision EVA!
10/10 - All hail Gaben, our lord.. Furious angels is agrav shooting meets devil daggers, it's simplistic, it's brutal, aaaannnnddd it's
overly compelling, this is one of the few games I've genually had to force myself to quit.. Call off Duty: Today's Fight
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OK, some good and some very bad here... A short visual novel about an unconventional girl falling in love with a girl she rides
trains to school with. There are some obvious flaws with grammer, the art is okayish, the music and game engine is nice and the
story is fine. But in general the experience does not come over as very beleivable, slightly rushed. Then again, it was also nice to
have a look at characters with qualities that some people would object to. And also to considder marriage for everybody to
anyone they love. The world actually needs more unconventional thinkers, and rebels. And for this I will probably score this
novel better than what it should get. 5.5/10. It's a good thing I'm a scientist -- I don't believe in things!. Wow didnt expect such a
good plot, i played every ending now and i must say iam amazed by the quality of the game.

I enjoyed it every minute i played this title and i dont know what could have been better so i give it an

10/10 because free ^^

I would recommend it to every one who likes mystery storys or etc.. Excellent demo of whats to come. I've visited most of the
museums which the art in this demo provides. It does a great job recreating them and letting you comprehend the size and
emotion behind the art. Definitely worth a try.. Nice VN. Everything about it is well done. I have nothing bad to say about it.
Well written, engaging characters, interesting story, and a smooth presentation with plenty of nice touches. And of course plenty
of choices to influence the story.

Also, it look a few minutes in for me to realize that this was made by a dev who made another VN I've played through here on
Steam. That one was also good.. a creative new take on "tower defense" style of gameplay. The player has to manage an
apartment complex of various demons and use them to fight off hordes of adventurers. The game offers a bunch of unique
monsters to play with It’s a completely original experience that lasted a good few hours. It has great music that suits its playful
style incredibly well. It’s simple, honest fun that comes at the great price. It’s exactly the type of game to indie fans that are
looking for something a bit different.

Game: 8.5/10
Graphic: 8.0/10

100% Achievement : Easy | Medium | Hard | Very Hard. Beautiful art and soundtrack. A story with a host of interesting
characters and lush environments to keep you occupied. Really gives you the impression of choice, though towards the end your
options did feel more limited. Still a fantastic game with an immersive world and a lot of potential for replay.. A game where
you can beat up your enemies with their own limbs and chew off their legs once you've lost your own... what more could you ask
for? A great game, would definitely recommend!. Fun & entertaining, although in my opinion, not quite like the first two in the
series, which truly invoked fear and emotion in me. ALTHOUGH, I have NOT played straight through with the NEW
cinematics added, so fingers crossed, & update to follow. I would say this entry may be more coherent and smooth gameplay-
wise, and hopefully the fleshed out final version does live up to be the (finale'?) of the series' that kind of brings it together..
**UPDATE** O.K. with all the features and graphics revised I DO consider this way up to par with the others if not by far,
much more creepy. I am truly amazed at just how good it has been brought together by the devs, and it truly manages to freak
me out EVEN after already playing a while back, it strikes up the perfect balance of memories and being like whoah I don't
remember that;) All in all a great treat, especially for the longer term fans that have been here throughout, what a great
experience, I love it..
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